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24 1997 EMERALD AWARDS
Big wins by Echo, Ryan, Toro and Kubota, as LM subscribers tell us which products they like best!
Terry McIver

27 TURFSEED AVAILABILITY
Where's all the seed? Reports from the West Coast producers say reduced acreage, high demand, weather, reduced European supply and even some unknown factors have lightened the fine fescue harvest and firmed up seed prices. With availability/pricing chart.
Ron Hall

34 LM REPORTS: SNOW REMOVAL
So you ducked back into the shop to escape the late summer heat? To help you out, our report this month is on snow blowers. Safety is a key concern. The biggest safety risk is trying to clear the discharge chute without first turning off the machine. Automatic shut off systems are standard.
Curt Harler

36 MID-SUMMER BLOOMS
Suggestions to keep annuals healthy and colorful throughout summer's hottest days and into the fall.
H.S. Stevens

42 MULCH PRIMER
All mulch products have their plusses and minuses, so what it comes down to is what your customers want to see in their yards or gardens.
Heather Frantom